JaSam O-Summer Cup

Organizing clubs: OK Japetić and OK Jelen
Date: September 8th 2018
Žitnica mountain hut, Japetić, Jastrebarsko,
Location: https://goo.gl/maps/gUDoY8BgAQC2.
GPS: 45.7411838, 15.6035364
Organizers: Luka Kosić and Ivan Šeperić-Grdiša
Route planning: Ivan Šeperić-Grdiša
Controllers: Jasminka Cindrić-Perković
Competition type: Croatian championship, CRO-HUN-ITA-SLO Pre-O cup
Map:

Japetić, scale: 1:4 000, E=5m
Map was enlarged from 1:10 000, with added corrections.

Mostly clear runnable forest, network of paths, some thickets, lots of
Terrain type and earth details and some stones.
mobility Course is suitable for persons with disability. There are some roots on
information: the path so we recommend using pushers. Should you need one, please
contact us in advance.

First start: 16:30
All competitors must enter quarantine area at 16:00. Slight changes to
the schedule are possible, depending on the foot-O competition in the
morning. Final details will be published before the competition.
Quarantine:

Competitors failing to enter the quarantine area on time will be
disqualified unless there is a justified reason and there was no influence
on the competition.
Entering quarantine area after the start of the competition will not
be possible, regardless of the reason.

Categories: E Open, E Para, E Junior, A Open
Until Monday, September 3rd via online service
Entries:

http://orienteeringonline.net/CompetitionBasicInfo.aspx?CompetitionID=3969.

Late entries are possible if there are available vacant slots. Late entry
additional fee is 20 HRK.
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Start lists:

Start lists will be published on the day of the competition. Competitors
will leave quarantine area as seen on the start list.
75 HRK for all categories (10 EUR)

Entry fees: Competitors registered with HOS are entitled to the fee approved by
HOS.
In cash at the event or via bank account HR48 2360000 1101410159.
Payment: Payment receipt needs to be shown at the entries desk.
If in doubt, please contact us before making payment.
Prize giving
Right after the competition is finished and results are processed.
ceremony:
Prizes: Medals for top 3 competitors in all classes.
Additional competition info will be published at a later date.
Additional
Check our website or contact us if you have questions/doubts.
information:
www.okjelen.hr, info@okjelen.hr, +385 98 622 357
Competition will be postponed to September 9th in case of fog or
Weather: thunderstorms.
Competition will be held in case of rain.
Accommodation at the mountain hut Žitnica is available if there are
Accommodation: vacancies.
Please contact us to check.
Own transportation to Jastrebarsko and from there follow these
instructions: http://bit.ly/2vrMFVh.
Arrival:

There are two hiking trails that you can use, from Kupeć Dola and
Šumski dvor (marked on the map). Use only trails that end at the south
and west end of the mountain hut Žitnica area.
Arrival from any other direction is strictly forbidden.

Food and drinks: Mountain hut Žitnica offers a rich choice of domestic food and drinks.
Clubs are responsible for the medical health certificate for their
Medical check and competitors.
responsibility:
Each competitor participates at their own risk.
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Competition area is inside the Nature park, please act responsibly
and leave only your footsteps.
Before and after participating at the competition it is forbidden to use
the hiking trails north of the finish area. Feel free to hike after the last
Additional info: stage and visit the Japetić “pyramid”.
Competitors participating only at the Pre-O competition can use hiking
trails after the Pre-O competition prize giving ceremony.
By participating and visiting the competition, you agree to be filmed and
photographed.

